Thankful for Obamacare Disaster

Happy Thanksgiving! Today we give thanks for all we've been given. I'm thankful for family, friends, good food, the gift of faith, heat from a furnace not a campfire, refrigeration, light bulbs, telephones, cars, the Internet and electricity. Much of the world cannot say the same.

I'm also thankful that the Obamacare rollout has been a disaster, 61 percent of the public disapprove of the law, and the Democrats who voted for it are heading for the hills. We must keep the momentum going in the right direction as we enter 2014. Go to cchfreedom.org and tell us you support our radio minute as a helpful tool for resisting Obamacare until repeal. Cchfreedom.org


Presented daily by Twila Brase, President, Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 37 states: Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH, afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the Bott Radio Network.